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CALL MISSED. 
In Iraq and elsewhere, insurgent ∞gh∫rs have used mobile phones as 
triggers on roadside bombs and other so-called Improvised Explosive 
Devices. When the phone receives the call, it does not ring but rather 
transfers the electrical impulse to the bomb’s detonator, causing it to 
explode. Sometimes the transmission fails. 1

LET◊RS.
Many years ago, the philosopher Jacques Derrida no∫d rather cau∏ically 
to the psychoanaly∏ and theori∏ Jacques Lacan that ‘a let∫r can 
always not arrive at its de∏ination’. 2 He insi∏ed that this possibility of 
misdirection, of going a∏ray, of divisibility and fragmentation, does not 
mark the failure of the communicative ∏ructure but rather con∏itu∫s its 
condition of possibility. A communication that could take the possibility 
of its success for gran∫d would not really be a communication. ‘Not that 
the let∫r never arrives at its de∏ination’, Derrida continued, ‘but it belongs 
to the ∏ructure of the let∫r to be capable, always, of not arriving. And 
without this threat …, the circuit of the let∫r would not even have begun.’ 
Without the possibility of non-arrival, there would be no let∫r in the  
∞r∏ place. ≠e let∫r, and in general the communicative event for which  
it serves here as a metonymy, depends on the chance of it not reaching  
its addressee.

Typically, let∫rs of all sorts – from whispers to spoken words to emails 
and ∫levision images – come and go unproblematically, of∫n even in real- 
time. ≠e ease and speed with which they ≤ow, and sometimes circula∫, 
∫nd to make the process by which they do so become less and less 
obvious. ≠e possibility of di∏urbance, of in∫rruption, remains –  
prior to any transmission – but it is increasingly dif∞cult to grasp.

Derrida reminds us of all that is at ∏ake, for a theory of the subject and 
of truth among other things, in forgetting or denying this ∏ructural 
possibility of ∏raying. ≠at is important, regardless of what happens  
to any particular communication.

But sometimes let∫rs do actually go a∏ray and then other possibilities 
can open up. ≠e more readily we can communica∫, the harder it is to 
recognise and read the rules that govern those communications, ∏ructure 
what counts as speaking, and regula∫ what sorts of communications 
can happen and how they travel. When let∫rs get lo∏, or remarks fail to 
reach their in∫nded audience, the spaces and subjects de∞ned by those 
communicative rules can be exposed – and exposed to change.

In that sense, in∫rruptions can be helpful. Heidegger famously no∫d 
in section 16 of Being and Time, apropos of broken tools: ‘When its 
unusability is thus discovered, equipment becomes conspicuous.’ 3

PAN TO 
THE SKY  
IF ANYTHING  
UNEXPEC◊D 
OCCURS.

01 Call Missed, 3 March 2005.
Failed phone detonator for IED, Iraq.

www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=14925_01_Call_Missed
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TRANSMISIUNE 
DIRECT�.
Sometimes this happens in real-life and on ∫levision. 
On 21 December 1989, mo∏ of Romania watched as 
President Nicolae Ceausescu spoke to a va∏ crowd in 
the Piata Republicii from the balcony of the Central 
Commit∫e building in Buchare∏. He had hurriedly 
returned from a visit to Iran in an at∫mpt to reassert 
his authority and control the damage from a revolt that 
had begun days earlier in Timisoara.

A minu∫ and a half af∫r he began to speak he was 
in∫rrup∫d, ∞r∏ by noise and movement within the 
crowd assembled before him, and ∂ortly thereaf∫r  

by the controllers of the live broadca∏. Making 
themselves heard, rumbling from the background and 
gathering volume and vigour, other voices emerged, 
taking advantage of the of∞cial medium to assert  
their challenge.

≠e in∫rruption itself became visible and audible 
within the space of the speech. Fir∏ it was regi∏ered, 
acknowledged, veri∞ed by Ceausescu, who slowed 
down his words, then paused in mid-sen∫nce, with a 
look of uncomprehending disorientation on his face.  
A low roar had emerged from the crowd and turned 
into something like su∏ained screaming, and the 
camera ∂ook, then su≥ered from a bur∏ of ∏atic, and 
turned away. Within half a minu∫, the director of the 
live broadca∏ marked the disruption as well, taking 
the live feed from the Plaza of≤ine altogether and 
replacing it with a red card reading TRANSMISIUNE 
DIRECT� (‘live broadca∏’).

Filmmakers Harun Farocki and Andrei Ujica ∂ow the 
tapes of these few moments, as they were broadca∏  
and also as they were recorded by the ∏a∫ ∫levision 
TVR, and analyse them in their 1992 Videograms of 
a Revolution. As the screen goes to the red card, 
the narrator says:

At this point the [live] ∫levision [image from the 
plaza] went o≥ the air. Electromagnetic recording 
continued in the broadca∏ing van and documen∫d 
this. [Images of a building, crowd noise, and 
the sound of Ceausescu’s voice.] Command 
communication from the ruler to the people had 
broken down, and as if there were a di∏urbance  
in the line, Ceausescu ∂ou∫d [‘alo, alo, alo …’].

[Image ∂ifts to the top of buildings and the sky.] 
≠e cameraman had received in∏ructions to pan to 
the sky if anything unexpec∫d occurred. [Ceausescu 
continues to ∂out.] At this point the ∫levision came 
back on the air, at ∞r∏ without audio. [View from 
a di≥erent camera of crowd and sky. Ceausescu 
continues to ∂out, then resumes speech.] At this 
point, the sound came back on. 4

With order somewhat re∏ored (Farocki and Ujica  
∂ow the police presence that was required for this  
to happen), Ceausescu managed to ∞ni∂ a ∂ort  
speech, but the damage was done. ≠e next day he  
≤ed Buchare∏ and within days he had been execu∫d. 5

Farocki and Ujica’s narration underlines that the 
revolution took place within the space of the image as 
well as within the public square, and that the damage 
was the fact of the in∫rruption itself, the disruption  
or the breakdown in communicative authority.  
≠e transmission, both speech and broadca∏, 
∏ructured the political space of Ceausescu’s 
dictator∂ip, and the unexpec∫d occurrence itself  
was the marker of the coming apart of that space.  
≠e pan to the sky, and the red card, however much 
they concealed, nonetheless left something to be seen 
and heard.

Sociologi∏ Je≥rey Goldfarb describes what happened 
that day as evidence of ‘the dynamic of the de∞nition  
of the situation’. It was not merely a mat∫r of the 
people in the back of the crowd ∞nally getting their say.  
≠e situation was de∞ned, ∏ructured, as one that 

excluded them. ≠ey did not exi∏ in it as political 
agents, but only as props. ≠at situation itself had 
to change, and it did change, as did the one on the 
∫levision screen. We could call it a transformation  
in the conditions of communication, and with that,  
in the de∞nition of a political or speaking subject.  
‘It became apparent’, Goldfarb wri∫s, ‘through a 
∫levised de∞nition of the situation, that things had 
changed. … [A] demon∏ration that was meant to 
be∏ow legitimacy on the regime rapidly withdrew it. 
≠e authority of the dictator could visibly be observed 
melting away.’ 6

thinking, is this a bad thing?  
≠ere is a hint of violence in 
the act of in∫rruption and the 
possibility that what is in∫rrup∫d 
may never be resumed and, even 
if it is resumed – the conversation 
re-∏ar∫d, the broadca∏ carried 
on, the machinery of everyday life 
re-commenced – the ∫mporary 
cessation and its memory will 
always be there. ≠e act of 
in∫rruption breaks the continuity 
of time and space, separating what 
happened in the pa∏ from what will 
happen in the future.  
An in∫rruption crea∫s an in∫rval 
that frequently elicits the desire 
for the narrative to be maintained 
and at the same time provokes the 
possibility that things may not 
carry on in the same way as they 
have done before. ≠e arti∏s in 
Transmission In∫rrup∫d in∫rvene 
in di≥erent ways in the con∏ant 
∏ream around us – the unyielding 
rhetoric of politicians, the changing, 
∂ort-lived preoccupations of 
the news media, the fa∏-moving 
rhythm of modern life – opening 
up spaces that di∏urb the course of 
everyday life and reframe the way 
in which we see and under∏and 
the world. ≠e artworks in 
Transmission In∫rrup∫d are 
like in∫rjections, breaking the 
≤ow of a discussion and, in doing 
so, changing the direction of the 
conversation, re-routing it into 
di≥erent ∫rritory. But while there 
is a politic embedded in these 
works – in the archaic sense of the 
∫rm, that is, a concern with how 
we conduct our lives – they resi∏ 
the political in a li∫ral or didactic 
sense, preferring in∏ead to open 
up a space of in∫rruption which 
is by turns, poetic, lyrical and 
unexpec∫d.

I IN◊RJECTION.

Jimmie Durham describes his 
favouri∫ political act as Jean 
Genet’s report of the 1968 Chicago 
Convention where he fantasises 
about being arre∏ed and longs 
for the hairy legs of the at∫ndant 
policemen. Overturning the usual 
demarcation line between police 
and pro∫∏ers, Genet transgresses 
the traditional battle-line between 
‘them’ and ‘us’ by rendering the 
policemen as objects of desire, 
subject to the same human impulses 
as the demon∏rators that they 
have been in∏ruc∫d to control. 
≠e image that Genet conjures 
in our mind in∫rjects into our 
usual way of picturing relations 
of power; it breaks into the 
traditional trajectory of ‘oppressor’ 
and ‘oppressed’, sowing the seed 
for a di≥erent way of seeing our 
relation∂ip with those we have 
assumed have power over us. 
Jimmie Durham’s artworks can also 
be seen as in∫rjections of a kind, 
di∏urbing the unbroken narrative 
of modernism and modernity.  

(Continues p.5)

HARUN FAROCKI AND ANDREI UJICA.
Videograms of a Revolution, 1992.

Film, 107 mins.
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EMERGENCE.
How do new agents en∫r the political ∞eld? How do unheard voices come 
to be heard, or, even more basically, be under∏ood as voices in the ∞r∏ 
place? How do new subjects come to be seen, not recognised but ∞r∏ of all 
regi∏ered as faces? How do ideas and their bearers ∞r∏ become readable, 
plausible, writable and speakable? What are the conditions under which 
political emergence or irruption can occur, or rather, what has to happen 
to the exi∏ing conditions for this to happen?

Many discussions about con∫mporary art practices over the la∏ decade 
or so have addressed this que∏ion, or versions of it, by worrying about the 
divide between expressions of identity and claims to universality. ≠e split 
seems intractable, and the worrying in∫rminable, in large part because the 
arguments on both sides appear qui∫ compelling.

≠e metaphysics of universality were one of the primary targets of the 
decon∏ructive critique of we∏ern thought, but the mo∏ careful of those 
critics always emphasised that theirs was precisely a decon∏ruction and 
not a simple rejection of the universal, and certainly not a rejection of it  
in the name of some particular identity.

≠e assertion of marginalised identities and knowledges, on the other 
hand, played a forceful role, whether we call it ‘identity politics’ or 
‘multiculturalism’, in opening up canons and challenging false claims to 
totalisation or inclusiveness. But the aim of those challenges, at lea∏ when 
they were made by careful critics, was never simply to assert an identity 
and leave it alone, isola∫d and insular, trapped in a prison of wounded 
self-identity, but rather to make claims on a larger community for 
recognition and inclusion.

Faced, then, with powerful arguments in both directions, too many 
discussions have seemed merely to ≤ip back and forth across the divide, 
sometimes because they are not conduc∫d with 
much care and sometimes because they fervently 
wi∂ to have it both ways.

One way of trying to have it both ways is called 
liberalism. Although it is not the mo∏ in∫re∏ing 
way, it is rather important. It is a programme for 
the identi∞cation, absorption, assimilation and 
empowerment of previously unrecognised political 
subjects. It aspires to acknowledge or legitimise 
particularity within the frame of a universal project, 
to defend particular in∫re∏s by allowing them to be 
expressed in universal ∫rms.

Liberalism imagines an extremely open political 
space, one from which people are excluded only by 
accident. Sometimes those accidents are in∫ntional, 
the result of discrimination or prejudice or the 
play of power, but from the point of view of the 
political sy∏em they are not essential – indeed, those 
exclusions are errors to be correc∫d. If you happen 
to be among the excluded, you need only present 
yourself, make a case that you are a political subject too, agree to follow 
the very minimal rules of the political sphere, and you can be recognised 
as a member of the community as well. Although the in∫re∏s of exi∏ing 
members of the community may work again∏ expanding the member∂ip, 
in principle the political sphere is designed  
to admit all worthy applicants.

≠e ∞l∫rs for admission ought be extremely minimal: you mu∏, in a sense, 
simply speak the language of politics, which is to say, commit yourself 
to speaking rather than to ∞ghting, and be able to demon∏ra∫ that you 
∂are that language with other members of the community to which you 
seek admission. (Exclusion can only be ju∏i∞ed on the grounds that the 
applicant has viola∫d a fundamental, con∏itutive rule of the community.) 
≠e formula for such a claim goes something like: ‘I am [name of  
excluded particular] and I am also [name of community].’ ≠is demand  
for inclusion in the community typi∞es the rhetoric of ∏ruggles for all 
kinds of civil rights. 7

At a higher or more general level, these claims or pro∫∏s are of∫n posed 
in ∫rms of humanity. ‘We are human beings too’, or ‘are we not human?’ 
≠ey depend on the notion that the current non-recognition of their 
speakers as human is incidental, inessential, and that the ut∫rance of  
the ∏a∫ment or que∏ion is suf∞cient to communica∫ its truth as well.

Perhaps the mo∏ eloquent example of this is the motif which Adam 
Hochschild calls ‘the ∞r∏ widespread use of a logo designed for a political 
cause’, the seal which became the icon of the movement to aboli∂ the slave 
trade in England in 1788: ‘[Josiah] Wedgwood asked one of his craftsmen 
to design a seal for ∏amping the wax used to close envelopes. It ∂owed a 
kneeling African in chains, lifting his hands beseechingly, encircled by the 
words “Am I Not a Man and a Brother?”’ 8

Sealing wax may have disappeared, but the rhetorical ∏ra∫gy of the 
slogan is persi∏ent. Consider this ∞r∏-person account from Gaza City in 
January 2009, po∏ed at the al-Jazeera websi∫: ‘What is the in∫rnational 
community waiting for – to see even more dismembered people and 
families erased before they act? Time is ticking by and the numbers of dead 
and injured are increasing. What are they waiting for? What is happening 
is again∏ humanity, are we not human?’ 9

No mat∫r how self-evident this ∏a∫ment and its expec∫d answer seem, 
the fact that it needs to be made at all ∂ould give us pause.

PERFORMATIVE /
CONSTATIVE.
Liberalism treats these que∏ions and assertions as claims of fact, 
‘con∏ative ut∫rances’ in the ∫rm of speech act theory, and the political 
sphere it imagines is ∏ructured to facilita∫ the making, reception and 
evaluation of such ∏a∫ments. It ∏rives, by de∞nition, to reduce barriers to 
making and hearing them – in fact, the main∫nance of open access would 
be its mo∏ essential project.

≠ere are two ways of assessing the limits  
of this under∏anding of how the ou∫r edges  
of the political sphere work, of how new actors 
or agents can en∫r the space and time of  
the political.

Fir∏, it misunder∏ands what kinds of ∏a∫ments 
these are. Although they look like simple claims 
to truth, they also have what Au∏in called a 
performative ∏ructure: they make something 
happen, like a promise or an oath. 10 ≠ey have 
a hidden ‘hereby’ embedded in them, rhetorically 
speaking. ≠e words aspire to be 'operational'.

When I make a claim for my civic or human 
∏atus, in other words, the ∏a∫ment is not self-
evident. It seeks to change the situation, to make 
itself come true. I am not currently coun∫d as a 
member of this group, and yet I am one. Stating 
my identity, or the wound that I have su≥ered,  
or the rights to which I am entitled, is insuf∞cient. 
I mu∏ ∞r∏ of all be recognised as a speaker 

capable of making those claims and it is precisely that ∏atus which I am 
denied – which is why I need to make the claim. ≠e claim is not ju∏ 
providing some information about me; it seeks to e∏abli∂, con∏itu∫, 
in∏all me as a speaker who can make claims, who is visible and audible  
on the ∞eld where, or in the time which, such claims are made.

If we think we already know what a speaker is, what they look like and 
how they sound, i.e. what kinds of marks and sounds they can make, 
then anything new in the realm of possible speakers is largely, and 
automatically, excluded. If the task of the political sphere is simply to 
regi∏er and transla∫ claims made by speakers that it need only recognise, 
then nothing new can ever appear in that ∞eld. In this sense, no mat∫r 
how powerfully and hone∏ly the public sphere seeks to make and keep 
itself open, it is incapable of thinking about the conditions by which 
speakers are con∏itu∫d in the ∞r∏ place.

≠is leads us to the second limit. When I say something like ‘I am human’, 
I am not ju∏ talking about myself. Indeed, essential to that sort of speech 
act is the recognition by my audience that they too are human – which 
means that I am saying something about them and not ju∏ about me.  
≠eir coun∫rsignature is required for my claim and they will not simply  
be verifying my ∏atus. ≠ey will be at∫∏ing to their own as well.  
My ∏a∫ment puts something at ∏ake for them. If I do not look or sound 
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like them, if the words I say or wri∫ do not make sense 
or even seem like words actually spoken by another one 
of them, then something more complica∫d than merely 
deciding whether I am ∫lling the truth is going on.

INFINI◊LY  
NEW CON◊XTS.
≠at is why transmissions need to be in∫rrup∫d. 
Making a claim like this one is not about successful 
‘communication’ or ‘transmission’ at all, but rather 
about disrupting the ∫rms by which the participants in 
such an exchange are de∞ned and con∏itu∫d, and then 
rewriting them. For that, in∫rruptions are required.

Jacques Rancière wri∫s that ‘politics exi∏s wherever 
the count of parts and parties of society is di∏urbed by 
the inscription of a part of those who have no part.’ 11 
≠ere is no formula for making this inscription come 
about, obviously. But what we can say is that, when 
it happens, the community has not simply expanded. 
It has changed, because the inclusion of something 
previously uncoun∫d and uncountable forces the 
exi∏ing members of the community to change what 
they thought they were. When I say ‘I am X, and I am 
American, or human, too’, then wha∫ver you once 
thought it meant to be American or human, which is  
to say, what you thought you were, has to change  
along with it. You are now something that is like me.  

So when I say, ‘I am human’, I am also saying ‘and you 
are not what you thought you were’, or ‘and human  
is not what it used to be’.

New words are not being inven∫d here. Old ones, 
the things they name and de∞ne, and the circuits or 
chains that link them together, are being in∫rrup∫d, 
transformed. ‘Every sign’, Derrida wro∫ in ‘Signature, 
Event, Con∫xt’, ‘lingui∏ic or non-lingui∏ic, spoken or 
writ∫n (in the usual sense of the opposition), as a small 
or a large unity, can be ci∫d, put between quotation 
marks; thereby it can break with every given con∫xt 
and engender in∞ni∫ly new con∫xts in an absolu∫ly 
nonsaturable fa∂ion.’ 12

≠is is another way of saying that let∫rs can always 
not reach their de∏inations. ≠e drift to which they are 
subject, Derrida poin∫d out, is not simply a mat∫r of 
their being open to several possible di≥erent readings 
or in∫rpretations, of their falling into other hands 
and being made to say something somewhat di≥erent 
in another con∫xt. ≠e let∫r (mark, sign, concept, 
∏a∫ment, event) does not ju∏ wander from one 
exi∏ing con∫xt to another. Nor is this a que∏ion of the 
invention, somehow ex nihilo, of comple∫ly new ideas 
or subjects, as the revolutionary dream might have 
it. It announces, rather, the radical disruption of the 
exi∏ing horizon of meaning, the ‘force de rupture’ or of 
breaking with con∫xt and already-con∏itu∫d ∞elds … 
and of engendering new ones.

In other words, pan to the sky if something  
unexpec∫d occurs.

(Continues p.7)

Of∫n utilising the leftovers 
of modern life – broken glass, 
discarded snake-skins, unwan∫d 
scraps of fabric, ca∏-o≥ pieces 
of wood – Durham pu∂es these 
remnants into the arena of 
con∫mporary art like uninvi∫d 
gue∏s at an exclusive dinner.  
≠ey que∏ion the logic of 
inexorable progress that seduces 
us into thinking that democracy 
and development have resolved any 
out∏anding que∏ions. For both 
Genet and Durham, the possibility 
of violence is triggered by the 
suppression of di≥erence, by the 
main∫nance of the ∏atus quo, by 
the desire to su∏ain the continuity 
of liberal democracy and economic 
development. ≠eir in∫rjections 
de-rail us; they force us o≥ the 
tracks of conventional thinking 
and re-rou∫ us onto an altogether 
di≥erent path.

In earlier photographic works, 
Yto Barrada has explored the 
Strait of Gibraltar as a si∫ of 
rupture and violence. As the main 
ga∫way for illegal immigrants 
from the south, bound for the 
north, Tangier has become a city 
of transition creating a ‘condition 
of con∏ant departure without 
actually going anywhere’, a space 
of in∫rruption where people have 
been abandoned by the ∏a∫ and 
their presence obscured in ‘a city 
full of holes’. In the Iris Tingitana 
series (2007–2009), Barrada maps 
out another kind of ambivalent 
space, suspended between present 
and future. Vani∂ing ≤owers like 
Iris Tingitana are to be found in 
abandoned or forgot∫n spaces 
in the city, in the cracks between 
modern urban development and the 
hi∏orical archi∫cture of Tangier. 
≠ey are, as Barrada describes 
them, ‘the canaries in the coal 
mine’, warning of the perils of 
urbanisation and its suppression of 
indigenous life, but they are also 
∂oots of resi∏ance, in∫rceding 
in the path of modernisation 
and in∫rrupting its unhampered 
progress and claim to control the 
environment. It is as if, for Barrada, 
the incidental blooming of these 
fragile ≤owers carries with it the 
de∞ant possibility of refusal and 
challenge that might slow down, 
overturn or even halt the prevailing 
forces of modernisation. In an 
unexpec∫d arti∏ic turn, Barrada 
in∏ils this disappearing species 
of iris native to Morocco with the 
power to sabotage the trajectory  
of economic development.

Michael Rakowitz’s in∏allation  
≠e invisible enemy ∂ould not exi∏
(recovered, missing, ∏olen series), 
(2007) makes visible objects that 
have already (probably irretrievably) 
disappeared or, more accura∫ly, 
been ∏olen from the National 
Museum in Baghdad in the wake 
of the invasion of Iraq in 2003. 
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